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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GF) is to attract 

and disburse additional resources through a public-private partnership aimed at making 

significant contributions to the reduction of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria diseases 

burden

The Global Fund recognizes that only through a country driven and coordinated 

multi-sectoral approach will additional resources have a significant impact. Thus, it 

encourages Country Coordinating Mechanisms (CCMs) to uphold the principle of sectoral 

representativeness.  In so doing, CCMs should maintain clear public communication of 

their recommendations and decisions; and ensure all stakeholders’ views, including non-

CCM members, are solicited, heard and considered while undertaking key functions. 

Again, each of the stakeholders should be adequately resourced to communicate and 

must be clear about what is expected of them. This requires that the Kenya Country 

Coordinating Mechanism members account adequately to their constituencies, and share 

information or feedback promptly. Besides communication and constituency engagement 

being core CCM functions, all other CCM functions require some form of communication 

between various audiences.  

Secondly, the Global Fund’s financing is performance-based, meaning that continued 

funding is dependent on how well the grants perform, and how well the country accounts 

for the funds received.  Performance based financing can only be effective if communication 

within and outside the Global Fund structures (CCM, PR, LFA and Global Fund Secretariat, 

among others) is efficient, accurate and involves prompt feedback among stakeholders 

since, for example, the CCM will often rely on prompt and accurate reporting by the PR, 

and. The end result is that each stakeholder provides information that enables the other 

to resolve bottlenecks and identify them early in future. 

Communication planning under Global Fund processes should therefore reinforce the 

CCM’s ability to identify and resolve problems early. It should, in addition:
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· - Inform constituencies correctly and in a timely manner of all important issues  

  concerning the grants

· 

· - Structure communication between the CCM and all audiences so that it is  

  transparent without compromising KCM’s operations

· 

· - Enable the CCM’s performance of its functions  

· 

· - Increase CCM and Global Fund visibility

This plan has been developed to guide and strengthen Kenya Coordinating Mechanism 

(KCM) communication efforts in the performance of each of its functions.

2. Objective

The objective of KCM communication is to effectively engage sectors and constituencies 

and ensure transparency in all KCM operations. This can be achieved by promptly 

sharing information or feedback that supports and improves grant performance and KCM 

operations. 

3. Situational Analysis 
The KCM has made good attempts especially in improving internal communication with 
the members and sharing of information with its constituencies. There are several areas 
of communication that still need improvement to ensure adequate information sharing 
and effective operations of the KCM. A review of the key issues in internal and external 
communication of the KCM is outlined below.

(i) Internal communication

· - Communication with KCM members: Information sharing with the KCM   

  members has continued to improve over time. The secretariat sends out the  

  required information on time through e-mail and hard copies. This is especially  

  the case in the circulation of information for KCM meetings and was also  
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  evident during the funding request and grant making processes. The challenge  

  arises when PRs and ICCs delay in submitting reports and other documents to  

  the KCM Secretariat leaving little time for verification of reports and in   

  circulation to the KCM members. 
· 

· - Communication between the KCM and ICC: The communication between   

  ICCs and KCM has improved over time. Program reports are reviewed by ICCs  
  before presentation to KCM. However, a structured feedback loop from KCM to  
  ICCs remains weak. Decisions made by KCM on the ICC recommendations are  
  not always relayed on time for follow up by ICCs. 

·  

· - Engagement with County Governments: Changes have been made to KCM  

  constitution to allow for representation of the Council of Governors in KCM.  

  The Council of Governors has already selected its representatives to the KCM.  

  County Governments will also be involved in the implementation of the GF  

  grants going forward. Modalities for funds flow, implementation, monitoring  

  and reporting are being put in place. However, there is a need for sensitization  

  of the Counties through the Council of Governors (CoG) on the Global Fund  

  and the design of the GF programs as well as establishment of structured  

  communication mechanism between KCM and CoG and between CoG and the  

  counties. 
· 

· - Information sent to the KCM members from GF: The Global Fund sends  

  information to the NOC members. There is lack of clarity on how members  

  should respond to this information. Members, in most cases, do not respond  

  to the information as they see this as the role of the chairperson and/or   

  secretariat. However, members should however provide their feedback of input  

  into NOC response to Global Fund to the secretariat

External communication 

· - Communication between the country and Global Fund: The Global Fund’s  
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  written communications to the principal recipients are supposed to the copied  

  to the KCM and in-country visits of the secretariat are supposed to include  

  meetings with the NOC. The KCM has made strides in sharing information with  

  Global Fund through written reports and having GF country team participate in  

  KCM meetings. The GF Country Team also engages with key  stakeholders  

  including the PRs, KCM and other institutions during their in-country visits.  

  There is a need to ensure a common understanding among the stakeholders  

  on the Global Fund grants.

· 

· - Constituency feedback: The KCM secretariat has been assisting KCM members  

  to hold meetings with their constituencies to share information and collect the  

  views of the constituencies. The challenge with communication with   

  constituency is the weak platforms of some of these constituencies such as the  

  Key Populations and Adolescents and Young People. There is a need to   

  strengthen the communication channels and platforms for each constituency  

  to address each constituency’s unique weaknesses. 

· 

· - Communication tools: The KCM relies on the traditional communication   

  tools – e-mails, hard copy documents and meetings. There is a need   

       to establish communication tools that would enhance constituency participation

·   in  CCM matters.

4. Communication Strategies
In response to the above information and communication needs, the following broad 
strategies will contribute to strengthening KCM’s internal and external communication.

(a) Build KCM and constituency capacity to communicate and continuously share 
information. The KCM Secretariat will continue to identify long-term front and 
back office Information and Communication Technology support (helpdesk 
and website maintenance). The secretariat will also be resourced in advance 
to communicate through newspaper advertisements; mobile, fixed telephony 
and courier. Non-state actor constituency meets will be supported. New KCM 
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members and County Governments will be sensitized on the Global Fund grants 
and their involvement in oversight and implementation.

(b) Ensure wide access to KCM governance and operational information to promote / 
constituency representativeness. The KCM secretariat will archive all governance 
and operational documents in the website for wide access by constituencies 
represented by KCM members. These will include the KCM Constitution, 
Governance Manual, Strategy and Action Plan, Oversight Plan, Terms of 
Reference, Conflict of Interest policy, job descriptions, membership registers; 
Standard Operating Procedures, Operational Plan, and the Communication Plan. 
This will also involve archiving all KCM minutes Online.

(c) Improve communication between the KCM and ICCs: The KCM secretariat will 
establish the information flow process between the ICCS and KCM and facilitate 
timely information sharing by working with ICC secretariats and chairs. KCM 
secretariat will also share the KCM decisions and feedback to the ICCs in a 
timely manner to ensure ICCs follow up on the actions as necessary.

(d) Strengthen the documentation, archiving and dissemination of grant oversight 
reports: This will include archiving and disseminating the Global Fund guidelines 
for oversight; KCM Oversight Plan and annexes; Grant Performance Report 
and Disbursement Requests; Grant Dashboards, Grant tracking tool, oversight 
visit calendar and reports, and oversight meeting minutes; as well as regularly 
sharing the latest Dashboards.

(e) Strengthen the capacity of KCM focal persons and mass media to report 
accurately on Global Fund issues in Kenya: This will involve training media 
professionals and key KCM resource persons on the Global Fund, processes 
and accurate reporting, developing effective press releases and the use of the 
communication plan. A bi-annual newsletter will also be produced as a tool to 
disseminate information to the stakeholders.
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5. KCM Communication Activities 2018-2021

Key Information/ Message Key Audience Implementer Tools Timeframe

Strategy: Build KCM and 
constituency capacity to 
communicate and continuously  
share information. 

    

Activity 1.1 Strengthen capacity of 
KCM to communicate effectively     

Continue updating website annually 
(Domain name, hosting fees, mini-
server +UPS etc). The website will 
be updates with program progress 
reports, innovations, lessons learnt, 
partnerships being build and program 
plans.

Internet 
service 
Provider 

KCM 
Secretariat Website Monthly

Provide resources for KCM external 
communication through mass media 
including developing briefing notes. 

Global Fund, 
GoK and other 
partners

KCM

KCM Budget, 
Resource 
Mobilization 
Plan 

On need 
basis 

Support daily KCM Secretariat 
communication resource needs: 
mobile phone airtime, stationery and 
courier for the KCM Secretariat (2 
years)

KCM 
Secretariat KCM Annually 

Establish an information flow process 
between ICCs and KCM to improve 
communication between these 
two structures of KCM prioritizing 
strengthening the feedback look from 
KCM to ICCs.

ICCs and KCM ICC/KCM 
secretariat

KCM decisions 
tracking tool

After every 
KCM 
meeting  
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Establish guidelines on 
communication on Global Fund 
grant matters specifying the 
communication responsibilities of 
KCM, ICC, PR and Sub Recipients.

Global Fund 
and KCM

KCM 
Secretariat

Communication 
guidelines Once  

Coordinate the KCM members inputs 
or response to the Global Fund 
enquiries and correspondence

KCM Members KCM 
Secretariat

E-mail and 
other official 
correspondence

On need 
basis  

Sensitize new KCM members and 
county governments on Global Fund 
grants 

KCM members 
and County 
Governments

KCM 
Secretariat in 
collaboration 
with COG 
and PRs 

Jan to June 
2018 

Strategy: Ensure wide access to KCM governance and operational information to 
promote constituency representativeness.  

Activity 1.2 Disseminate and archive key KCM governance and operational documents

Disseminate and archive KCM 
governance documents and new 
structures with KCM members 
and constituencies (Constitution, 
Governance Manual, Strategy and 
Action Plan, Oversight Plan, Terms of 
Reference,  Conflict of Interest policy 
and Secretariat job descriptions) 

KCM 
Secretariat, 
Global Fund 
Geneva, LFA 
and Public

KCM 
Secretariat, 
ICT officer

Website update Bi-annually 

Disseminate and archive  information 
on KCM membership, officials 
(chair, vice chair, committees) / 
nominations, elections or changes in 
membership, membership registers 
; renewal of KCM membership 
documents, election criteria and 
nomination guidelines)

KCM 
members; 
Global Fund 
Geneva, LFA 
and Public

 KCM 
Secretariat, 

E-mail, website 
and letters 
to Global 
Fund Geneva 
and KCM 
constituencies

Periodically

Develop and update online archive of 
key operational documents with KCM 
membership (SOPs, Operational 
Plan, Communication Plan) 

KCM 
members, 
Global Fund 
Geneva, LFA 
and PRs 

KCM 
Secretariat

E-mails; 
Website section 
with restricted 
access 

Periodically 
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Activity 1.3 Improve communication between to 
KCM and ICCs    

Document and archive KCM and 
ICC meeting minutes including key 
decisions 

KCM 
membership; 
PR

KCM 
Secretariat

Online Library/ 
documentation 
archive, Emails

Latest 
5 days 
after each 
meeting

Develop and update two online 
archives of key documentation 
from each KCM activity structure 
and function ; including calendar, 
minutes and orientation package and 
restricted access)

KCM and 
general public

KCM 
Secretariat

Website update/ 
Online archive 
(All access 
& restricted 
access)

Monthly

Support non-state actor 
constituency meetings through 
supporting development of 
constituency feedback plans, 
resource mobilization, supporting 
KCM members to prepare for the 
meetings, liaising with relevant PRs 
to disseminate information during 
these meets among others 

KCM 
Constituencies

KCM 
secretariat

 Constituency 
feedback plan Annually 

Function 2: Harmonization and alignment                                                                                                                                         

Strategy: Strengthen communication for Global 

Fund grant alignment and harmonization with other 
funding sources 

   

Activity: 2.1: Support coordination and 
harmonization of GF grants with other initiatives at 
national and county level 

   

Disseminate strategic plans for HIV, 
TB and malaria in Kenya and health 
systems challenges to KCM and 
other key stakeholders especially 
during annual retreats

KCM, ICCs 
and PRs 

ICC Chairs 
and PRs

Update 
Meetings; 
Review reports

Annually

Bring to the attention of KCM new 
initiatives that need to be harmonized 
with GF grants and ensure 
harmonization takes place 

KCM, ICCS 
and PRs 

ICC Chairs 
and PRs 

Reports on new 
initiatives Periodically 
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Function 4: Oversight 
of grants and PR                                                                                                                                                   

Strategy: Strengthen the documentation, archiving 
and dissemination of grant oversight information    

Activity 4.1: Provide 
communication support for KCM 
grant, PR oversight and problem 
solving

    

Key Information/ Message Key Audience Implementer Tools / Channels Timeframe
Disseminate the KCM oversight 
plan, Global Fund guidelines for 
oversight; KCM Oversight Plan and 
annexes; Grant Performance Report 
and Disbursement Requests; Grant 
Dashboards, oversight visit calendar 
and reports, and oversight meeting 
minutes to NOC and other relevant 
stakeholders 

KCM and 
public 

TC, KCM 
Secretariat; 
consultants, 
PR

KCM Website; 
e-mails, 
Orientation 
meetings 

As per 
SoPs

Activity 4.2 Archive grant oversight tools  (Dashboard) 
Disseminate and archive periodic 
versions of Grant Dashboards and 
grant tracking tool

KCM ICCs and 
PRs

Dashboard; 
e-mail periodically

Submit oversight reports to the 
Global Fund secretariat at least twice 
a year 

Global Fund KCM 
Secretariat

Official 
correspondence Quarterly

Communicate the oversight results to 
stakeholders at least twice a year 

Non-KCM 
members

KCM 
Secretariat

E-mail, press 
releases, 
stakeholder fora 

Quarterly

Function 5: Communication and documentation                                                                                
Strategy: Strengthen the capacity of KCM focal 
persons and mass media to report accurately on 
Global Fund issues in Kenya:  

   

Activity 5.1  Develop and monitor effective 
implementation of communication plan    

Key Information/ Message Key Audience Implementer Tools / Channels Timeframe

Regularly update of KCM website 
with relevant information

KCM 
secretariat 
coordinator

KCM 
Secretariat

Web robots; 
online opinion 
sampling

Quarterly 
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Develop and dispatch bi-annual 
newsletter informing on KCM 
activities, progress and what 
information has newly been added 
on the KCM website

KCM, PRs 
and ICCS, 
Global Fund, 
LFA and other 
stakeholders 

KCM 
Secretariat Newsletter Bi-annual 

Monitor website use, e.g. number 
of times exclusively available  
information is downloaded from 
disparate IP addresses 

General Public KCM 
Secretariat  Monthly 

Activity 5.2 Ensure correct and accurate reporting 
by mass media on Global Fund issues in Kenya    

Develop  press release forms and kits; General Public KCM 
Secretariat Press Release As needed

Train media on correct coverage of 
Global Fund issues

Journalists and 
mass media- 
radio, TV, 
newspaper; 
FPM, KCM, 
ICCs

KCM 
Secretariat Media Training Annually 

Monitor local newspapers, TV and 
radio stations for any Kenyan related 
news and verify authenticity/ correct 
reporting.

KCM Chair/ 
Spokesperson

KCM 
Secretariat 

Web robots; 
online opinion 
sampling

Daily 
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